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By the 17th century, jean was a crucial textile for working-class people in Northern Italy. This is seen in a
series of genre paintings from around the 17th century attributed to an artist now nicknamed The Master of
the Blue Jeans. The ten paintings depict impoverished scenes with lower-class figures wearing a fabric that
looks like denim.
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Mess dress uniform is the military term for the evening dress worn by military officers in the mess or on other
more formal occasions. It is also known as mess uniform and, more informally, as mess kit.It frequently
consists of a mess jacket and trousers worn with a white formal dress shirt and other formal accessories,
though the exact form varies depending on the uniform regulations for each ...
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AnvilÂ® 100% Combed Ring Spun Cotton T-Shirt - sanmar.com
A fresh and sophisticated shawl collar women's lab coat, loose back belt with buttons, beautiful finishing, and
reliable fabric protection are all in service of a fitted style you'll be happy to wear each day.
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